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Artificial neural network (ANN) models suggest principles which may underly
cortical information processing. Nevertheless, differences between the cortex
and the architectures and unit characteristics of ANNs imply that quite different collective behaviors may be used for information processing in the brain.
The cortex neither contains symmetric interconnections between neurons nor
conforms to the constraints of ANN feedforward architectures. Although cortex could be treated as a 'dilution' of a symmetrically connected network this
ignores its spatial structure, treating it as a randomly connected network. The
introduction through structure of a meaningful length scale to cyclically connected systems allows a class of behavior to arise between simple attractor
dynamics and chaos----self-organizeddissipative structure formation. Dissipative structures are spatiotemporally organized patterns ofenergy dissipation in
systems far from equilibrium. Their formation depends on a balance between
interactions of spatial and temporal instabilities in a system. Coupling between
diffusive spatial processesand localized state-determining processesallow particular states to become dominant over a wide ranges. In neural networks with
spatially localized connectivity activity in one group of neurons will tend to
be transmitted to neighboring cells diffusively. Competition between excitatory and inhibitory processeswithin a localized group of cells and intra-neural
processesof membrane decay and refractoriness can produce localized selection
of sustained activity, sustained quiescenceor even more complex behaviors.
This paper investigates the likelihood that dissipative structure formation in
networks containing these features could provide a basis for information processing in the brain.

In the networks described here the probability of neural interconnection was
proportional to a gaussian with standard deviation sd of the distance between
neurons. The strength of connections between neurons were randomly set between 0 and 1. The neurons were spiking leaky integrators with an absolute
refractory period r.
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'potential'
of neuron j, thi its firing threshold, c; (t) its
t denotes time, t5 (t) the
activity, api the strength of an action potential, di the time decay constant of
potential and to;i the synaptic strength between neurons i and j. The network
parameters were average threshold fh, average membrane decay-constant d,
standard deviation ofneuronst connectivity gaussiansd and averageconnectivity of each neuron n. These variables were selectedfrom gaussiandistributions.
The refractory period and the strength and sign of the action potential ap were
fixed for each type of neuron.
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STRUCTURtr AND DYNAMICS

The conditions under which one-dimensional networks could support the simplest dissipative structures, propagating pulses of activity, were investigated.
The networks were initially quiescent, with all membrane potentials set to zero.
A group of adjacent neurons at the bottom of the one-dimensional networks
were then fired and the subsequent behavior was studied. The networks consisted of 1005 neurons of which 75Vo werc excitatory and,25To inhibitory. Parameters were n=75, sd=75, ap=-10, d=0.95, th=50, r=1 for the inhibitory
neurons and n=75, sd=75, ap=L, d-0.95, r=1 for the excitatory ones. The
average threshold th of neurons varied between L0.4 and 10.8. 100 additional
excitatory neurons fired together at the bottom of the net provided the initial
stimulus.
Three results are possible, either a pulse travels acrossthe entire network without losing coherence, or the pulse may decay, or it may lose coherence and
spread through the net chaotically. These three different behaviors were found
in networks differing by less than 5% in the averagevalue oftheir averageneural membrane time-constants, moreover, the boundary between those behaviors
were not abrupt, but rather tislandst ofeach behavior appear and disappear as
parameter values vary. Such sensitivity appears to make a functional role for
dissipative structures unlikely in biological systems. This parameter sensitivity
problem has been well well known since the classic work of Beurle [1] on nets
of this type, we will now consider its solution.

In the previous example the stimulus has two separate roles to play, providing the coherent seed for a larger scale structure, and putting the system into
a state near a phase-transition. The choice of parameter values may be less
critical if the network is maintained near a phase-transition by diffuse background activity. Studies of two-dimensional networks in which each neuron in
the network had a small amount of potential added to it each time-step were
undertaken. A variety of behaviors in which coherent non-linear wave fronts
formed were found. These wave frontiformed target waves typical of dissipative structures in chemical systems being able to annihilate one-another in nets
in which multiple centers of activity formed (see [2] for further details).
The assumption that diffuse low-intensity stimulation maintained networks in
a critical regime and therefore facilitated dissipative structure formation is now
examined in more detail. Diffusely driven neural networks with spatially localized connectivity and forest fire models used to study critical phenomena in
percolation theory share many features. In some forest fire models a critical
state can be maintained over a relatively wide range of conditions though an active relaxation processofself-organized criticality [3]. Production ofcriticality
over a similar wide parameter range would increase the biological plausibility of a role for dissipative structures in cortical information processing. The
procedures used in [3] were applied to examine networks for evidence of selforganizing criticality. The spatial hallmark of criticality is the wide range of
scales over which components in a system interact. This is reflected in the
power-law distribution of the sizes of clusters of components sharing similar
energies (for neurons, membrane potentials). The relationship between cluster
size and their probability of occurrence can be measured objectively using the
structure function:

Sr(r) =< flr; - o;+"lq]
u; is the membrane potential of neuron i, oi+, is the potential of another neuron at a distance r from i, square brackets indicate averaging over a shell ofall
neurons at the distance r, angle brackets indicate time-averaging. The structure function of a network of 2304 units was measured over 50,000 time steps.
Network parameterswere n= 15, sd.=3,ap=\,, th=7 .5, d=0.999, r= 1. 0.05 units
of potential were injected into each unit each time step. Figure 1 (left) shows
membrane potentials (proportionate to the diameter of the circles, firing neurons are shown as asterisks) in the network at one time. The range of cluster
sizes is similar to that expected at oiticality (cf. figure 1 in [3]). The method
used to calculate the membrane potential structure function (figure 2 right)
was very computationally intensive which limited the length of the run. More
conclusive results may have been obtained had a longer run been possible. The
structure function obtained does appear to show a power law relationship, how-
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Figure 1 Membranepotentials (left) and structure function (right) in
a 2 dimensional network.
ever, the scaling range was well below system size. Nevertheless, the average
range of connections in the network was approximately 2 units and 90% of all
connections were over less than 5 units so the scaling relationship cannot be
directly attributed to local connectivity.
If one of a pair of otherwise identical systems is subject to a very small perturbation then the growth of the difference between the states of the two systems
characterizes its dynamics. In chaotic systems the perturbation grows exponentially in time, in non-chaotic ones it eventually stops growing, in the critical
regime growth is as a power of time rather than exponential. Perturbation
growth was measured in neural networks by making small changes to the membrane potentials of neurons in one of a pair of networks and then measuring
the growth of this difference between corresponding units. Both membrane and
action potential variable difference were measured in a series of simulations. In
order to diferentiate between noisy exponential and power-law growth a control condition in which a network whose range of connectivity was so large as to
be essentially space independent, but which was identical to the experimental
network in all other parameters was used. Figure 2 shows results produced by
toroidal networks of 8,100 neurons with the following parameters: n=15, ap=L,
th=Il, d-0.999, r=1. The connectivity range was sd=3 in the experimental
condition and sd=900 for the control. On each step each unit was injected
with 0.15 units of potential in one series of experiments and 0.075 units in a
second series. After 500 steps the potential in each unit was perturbed in one
net of each pair by an average of 0.0015 units. The results from one experiment
(0.075 unit driving rate, potential difference measure) are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 Perturbation growth
(right) networks.

The experimental case shows clear power law growth while the control data
show chaotic exponential growth. Similar results were obtained with the action potential difference measure and at the higher 0.15 unit driving rate. The
fact that critical behavior was not disrupted by a doubling of the driving rate
is indicative of self-organizing criticality. These studies show that it is quite
possible that dissipative structures of coherent activity may form in cortex-like
networks. Self-organizing criticality may play a role in increasing the likelihood
that such structures can form. Evidence for L/f power spectra in the cortex [4]
which are only readily explained in terms of self-organizing criticality, support
the notion that the processesinvestigated in this paper may indeed be taking
place in the cortex.
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